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OFFICIAL INFORMATION-The printing of 
this publication has been approved by the 
Minister of Naiional Defence. Contributions 
are welcome, as are cornment and criticism . 
Address all correspondence to the Ed+tor, 
Flight Comment, Directorate of Flight Safety, 
RCAF Headquarters, Ottawa 4, Ontario. 
The Editor reserves the right to make any 
changes in the manuscript which he believes 
will improve the moterial without altering the 
intended meaning. Service organizations may 
reprint articles from Flight Comment without 
further outhorization. Non-service organiza-
tions rnust obtain official permission in 
writing from RCAF Headquarters before 
reprinting any of ihe conients of this publica-
iion . The opinions expressed in Flight Com-
ment are the personal views of contnbuhng 
writers; they do not necessarily reflect the 
official opinion of the Royal Canadian Air 
Force. Unless atherwise stated, contents 
should not be construed as regulations, orders 
or directives . 
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lmtrin cliclie~ al-r,~ut th+~ ..Erapc~r ~~ar~" arr~ rouunonitlat~c . anrl r"~,~nnnc a~ree~ ~~~ith tJt,~ ~~~artirnc 
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++r,l+~r~ . ,~tr . :1nt+~n,llnent~ ttr,~ hil~~,l ,+n amcn,ltttr~nl~ ttntil thc~ airt~r~~s, or gruuutJr~r~~t~ tisht+ rcall~~ 
nr~~~il~ tr~ kno~~- tlt~~ fa,~t> i ~ru,l tl~,~ 1'('~rtllatllnl~ ~,lticlt ran ltan~~ l~im I can ltardl~~ h,~ lrlatuc,{ f,rr r r . 
ttti~~in~ tlt+~ ~,ili,~rtt lu+int . 
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The photos on thrs page show whai happened to 
a CF100 which took ofl from a norfhern airport 
with two inches of slush on the runway ; tenlperafure 
was 33 F . The pilof selecfed 25 of flap, and used 
nlore-than-usual back pressure on the control column, 
but still needed 5000 ft . of runway to become air-
borne . (On a dry runway and with sinlilar ternperature 
and wind conditions, 2600 ft. would have been 
sufficient .) During dimb-ovt and throughout the flightr 
the pilot found thaf the aileron controls were sfiff. 

The photos were taken 2' . hrs . after landing ; 
ground tem erature when the aircraft landed was p 
about 50 F, but dropping . No . 1 shows the reason 
for the sfiff aileron control the cable channel was 
conlpletely t'illed with ice. 

No . 2 shows damage fo the fuselage caused by the 
flap dosing on frozen slush . The block of ice was 
removed and was estinrated to weigh 25 Ibs. The 
flaps themselves were badly damaged. No . 3 shows 
the sfarboard wheel well. Nofe fhe ice that entered 
the inferior of ihe centre secfion fhrough the in-
spection holes . 
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by S L T. M. Webster 
DFS AIB2 3 

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH? 

~hawin snow or lu h i ' g , s s as t zs commonly 
called, used to be regarded only as a nuisance 
and sometimes a hazard during landing opera-
tions . Today, however, slush on the runway 
is a real takeoff menace for high-performance 
aircraft, particularly the jet transport . In 
fact, the old ATC status symbol, the North 
Star, has had its problems with slush on take-
off ; and~ust recently, a CF100 onan operational 
rnission experienced control abnormalities and 
sustained damage from a takeoff in slush . 

The lack of information on the effects of 
slush on takeoff performance is not easily ex-
plained, particularly in view of the conditions 
experienced each spring and fall on Canadian 
airports . Detailed information is not available 
as yet in any publications ; most "dash-ones" 
state only that "Slush ~~~ill increase your takeoff 
distance ;' 

Various studies and investigations into the 
problem, including rneasurements of coeffic-
ients of friction, effects of tire tread design 
and tire wear, retardation force of slush, and 
effect of slush depth on takeoff distance (see 
F'igures 1 and Z, from NASA), have indicated 
the need for extreme caution, particularly on 
takeoff . 

Experience andtests showthat aircraft with 
tricycle undercarriages have the rnost difficulty 
in slush . The nosewheel tends to dig in, and, 
at times, to pile the slush in front . This, of 
course, increases the slush drag-in some 
aircraft to values exceeding the engine thrust-
and prevents the aircraftfrom reaching takeoff 
speed (see Figure 1) . Further, the moment 
created by this drag, far below the thrustline , 
makes it difficult to }ift the nosewheel ; in fact, 
it is sometimes impossible, 

One example occurred atVancouver airport 
in 1953, when a TCA North Star attempted to 
take off in four to six inches of slush . The 
aircraft accelerated to a maximum of 104 kts ; 
the pilot could not lift the nosewheel ; the power 
was cut . The aircraft came to a stop off the 
end of the runway . 

The National Research Council calculated 
that to take off, the aircraft would have to 

FIG . 1 
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remove Z5, 000 lbs . of slush per second . Under 
these conditions, the elevators would have 
required about 6° more travel to nreak the 
nosewheel free . Further calculations showed 
~ .4 inches of slush to be critical with regard to 
temperature and other conditions . 

Again, a dangerous situation is created if 
the nosewheel breaks free of the slush and 
creates a high-nose attitude at a critical air-
speed . The Boeing aircraft company carried 
out slush tests on its 707 transport ; at a11-up 
weight and no wind, 0 .6 inches of slush was 
maximum. With weight reduced to Z50, U00 lbs . , 
up to 1 .5 inches could be negotiated at sea 
level . Critical factors were thrust, and the 
elevator forces required to lift the nosewheel . 

According to an Air Ministry information 
circular, it is also possible to lose thrust 
because of slush ingestion in the air intakes 
(specifically, on the Comet) . "While this may 
not cause damage to the engine, " the circular 
says, "It has caused a loss of thrust by its 
upset of combustion ." 

A similar incident occurred in a C:F100 in 
195~. The aircraft was taking off in formation, 
and entered a large pool of slush and water on 
the runw~ay . The pool was later found to be 
~- l /~ inches deep where the nosewheel entered 
the pool at an estimated speed of ~0 to 50 kts . 
It sprayed water up into the engine intakes in 
sufficient quantity to flame out both engines . 

For the past two years, civilian operators 
of jettransports have adhered to a self-imposed 
restriction of "No takeoff if there's more than 
half-an-inch of slush-cover on the runway ." 
When one operator was asked if his company 
could accept a one-inch slush-cover maximum 
instead of the present half-inch, he said no ; 
other-than-performance damage was involved, 

and his company would maintain the half-inch 
limit . The "other damage" he referred to is 
possible damage to the underside of the fuse-
lage, baggage doors, wheel wells, brakes, 
flaps, etc ., from slush impingement . 

Tests have been conducted on the impinge-
ment forces by slush-spray against the struc-
tural strength of the airframe . These tests 
revealed that the spray added further drag to, 
but did not damage, the airframe, but whether 
there is damage or not depends a great deal on 
the aircraft in question . The accompanying 
photographs show how slush-spray can pack 
into and around wheel wells, flap openings, and 
control channels, resulting in control dif-
ficulties and flap damage . 

Apropos of all these tests, the Federal 
Aviation Agency is using a Convair 880 to 
measure the effect of slush on takeoff . The 
plan is to furnish data for an agency ruling to 
determine a Go/No-Go formula . 

The National Research Council is also busy 
on the problem with experimental models, and 
we expect that CEPE will also be asked to help 
determine an RCAF policy . Allthe information 
available today is for jet-powered transport 
aircraft, where the problems are nosewheel 
lift and increased takeoff distance . Applying 
this information to RCAF aircraft in general 
is difficult, but until a rule is in effect we can 
conclude that ; 

(a) High-perforrnance jet aircraft with 
tricycle undercarriages are much more sus-
ceptible to slush than slower piston aircraft, 
because of increased "slush drag ." Lf you are 
captain of (for example) a Yukon or a GFlO1B 
next in line for takeoff, and you see (say) an 
Expeditor ~r a FIarvard taking off safely on a 

S'L "Tommy" Webster joined the RCAF in 
9 A ' t nt In 194 re-1 40 as an Equipment ssis a . 2 he 
mustered to aircrew, tramed as a pilot, and 
served as a ~lying instructor, concluding his 
Training Command tour at CFS. He went over-
seas in 1945, but returned the same year to 
join the Tiger Force training for the war in the 
Pacific. 

Webster was later Chief Instructor at the 
School of Flying Control at Grand Bend, Ontar-
io and was instrumental in preparing the only 
fl in -control reference book at the time . He Y 9 
completed a tour on CFl00s at Bagotville in 
1956, and was then COpsO at Stn St Hubert, 
where he helped sort out the di~icult control 
problems in the Montreal area . 

Last ear, S L Webster was transferred to Y 
Stn Stoney Mountain as C0 . He is now at 
DFS AIB where he is employed as an Inspector 
of Accidents . 
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slush-covered runway, don't assumethatyou'11 
make it . "Slush drag" varies directly with 
slush de th, and with the s uare of the velocit ~ p q 5 
of the aircraft . With greater takeoff thrust and 
velocity, it may not become airborne at a11, 
depending upon the depth of the slush . Even 
slush depths of one inch or less can make takeoff 
hazardous ! The CF101B and the CF104 could 
both be very susceptible to slush . 

(b) As slush depths increase, the aircraft's 
net acceleration is reduced, with correspond-
ingly larger takeoff runs required . If a jet 
aircraft is to take off in a more than one inch 
of slush, the takeoff run could be doubled . 

(c) Pilots should taxi slowly on slush and 
leave more room to stop the aircraft . 

(d) lf takeoff from a slush-covered runw~ay 
is essential, the nosewheel should be lifted as 
soon as possible . 

(e) After takeoff, pilots should, if practic-
able, operate brakes and cycle gear several 
times . 

This scanty information does show that any 
operation in slush is dangerous, especially for 
jet aircraft . The greatest danger to RCAF 
types is that slesh will freeze in the wheel and 
flap we11s, and control cable channels, and 
cause serious damage and control difficulties . 
The possibility of damage to aircraft surfaces 
under spray impingement will iimit the slush 
depth permissible for takeoff, even if the air-
craft has the capability for takeoff in greater 
depths . 

Pilot action to minimize the danger must 
consist in avoiding the cause . Flying Control 
and the Heavy Equipment Section are respons-
ible for runway clearance . At most flying 
stations they are always on the ball ; but if, for 
some reason, they cannot keep the runways 
clear of slush, the field should be declared un-
serviceable, and cleared prior to flying . This 
is one area in which co-operation between Fly-
ing Control, Uperation, and MSE really pays 
dividends . An understanding of priorities 
should be reached early in the season ; don't 
depend on nature to do your slush removal . 

One conclusion is clear : Until we have more 
specific information on the effects of slush on 
takeoff perforlnance, pilots won't be able to 
determine the capabilities of their aircraft . 
Don't take chances, then . Avoid takeoffs in 
slush; if this is not possible-if, for instance, 
there's a mandatory scramble--one-half inch 
should be the limit . In deciding for or against 
takeoffs from slush-covered runways, these 
precautions concerning the loss of perform-
ance, and aircraft damage, must be keptin 
mind . 

Of course, too much "slush" at the bar can 
bedangerous as well! -butthat's another story . 
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DISTRACTED 

NEAR MISS 

t~n ex erienced ilot had been thro~i Tt~ a p P 
number of radio failures during his trip in a 
C45 . His aircraft was signed out serviceable ; 
he had taxied to the end of the runway, and had 
completed his checks, when the radio reception 
became garbled again . What happened next is 
related below in his own words . 

~~While taxiing back to dispersal the radio 
was switched to ground control, and, to my 
surprise, reception on this frequency was good . 
I then decided to return to the takeoff point, 
where takeoff clearance was obtained . At 
150 ft . , the port engine began to splutter and 
surge . The carburetor heat was placed im-
mediately in the Full Hot position, because I 
suspected carburetor ice . This was confirmed, 
because within 30 seconds, normal power 
returned . 

"I had suspected clear,moist air conditions, 
and it had been my intention to set the car-
buretor heat prior to takeoff . I3ecause of the 
many radio malfunctions throughout the trip 
(supposedly rectified each time), annoyance, 
with resulting frustration, blurred my thought, 
and I forgot my original intention to use car-
buretor heat on takeoff . 

"This could well have caused an accident, 
probably attributable to aircrew error . For-
tunately, it was only a Near Miss . Annoyance 
caused by the malfunctioning radio was well-
founded ; radio contact was again lost m flight, 
and regained on an intermittent basis only, 
about four minutes west of rny destination ," 

The Command FSO said that : ''This is an 
excellent example of how emotional turmoil 
caused by a series of annoyances and frustra-
tions could result in an accident . In this in-
stance, experience and training paid off . The 
captain, an experienced instrument check-
pilot, interpreted the symptoms quickly and 
correctly, and applied immediate and proper 
measures ." 

This sort of frustratmg sltuation can upset 
many pilots . Don't let it happen to you . 



LAC J . E . SURETTE 

coao siuin 

LAC J . V . ERBS 

During a between-flight inspection of a T-
bird, LAC Surette, while using a flashli ht to g 
view the engine aft section through the tail pipe, 
noticed what appeared to be a small corner 
rnissing from a stator blade . To get a closer 
look he crawled up the tail pipe and found that 
one stator blade had been broken and several 
turbine blades ~tiere bent . He reported these 
findings to the servicing crew (VCO ; the engine 
was removed for closer inspection . 

I .AC Surette had scanned the September-
October 19b1 issue of Flight Gornment, in which 
two similar occurrences were reported . By 
the conscientious perforn~ance of his duties and 
in the retention and application of what he had 
read and digested, LAC Surette discovered a 
rnalfunction which, if neglected, could have 
resulted in a serious accident . LAC Surette 
is most deserving of a Good Show, and we at 
Flight Comn~ent are tempted to pat our oli~n 
backs too . 

LAC Erbs was detailed for starting and 
marshalling a Sabre . As the aircraft left the 
line, he noticed fluid venting from the under-
side of the fuselage, but not in tirne to stop the 
pilot from taxiing away from the dispersal. 
LAC Erbs did mana e to et the tower to warn g g 
the pilot of the situation; the mission was 
aborted . 

The pilot had no way of knowing that his 
hydraulic fluid was leaking away. Temperature 
and pressure checks carried out when clear of 
the dispersal area showed all systems operating 
normally . It was onl after the tower called Y 
the pilot, and the aircraft was returning to the 
dispersal area, that a further check on the 
utility pressure revealed that itwas fluctuating 
slightly and losing pressure gradually . The 
decrease continued until the aircraft was almost 
back to the starting place ; the pressure then 
fell rapidly to zero . The aircraft was shut 
down immediately . 

The number two in the formation could not 
detect the leak even after he was told about it . 
LAC Erbs, byhis alertness anddecisive action, 
probably prevented a serious accident, and 
thus merits a Good Show, 

(LAC Erbs has received a letter of rom-
mendation from the AOC 1 Air Division,-Ed,) 

F/L Smith was captain of a Neptune which 
had just completed a low-level formation fly-
past at the CNE airshow . The aircraft was 
in level flight at Z000 ft . and Z00 kts . IAS 
when the 1Z-man dinghy suddenly released 
from its port storage hatch . 

The dinghy streamed back and lodged against 
the port tailplane for about a minute, causing a 
severe control problem, With no warning, the 
aircraft yawed violently to port and attempted 
to pitch nose dowm ; this was accompanied by 
severe buffeting and control flutter . F/L Smith 
applied full right rudder and aileron, almost 
stopping the yaw, and pulled the stick right back 
to maintain altitude-he actually gained 300 feet . 

The power was retarded (jets to idle, Z5" 
MAP) and when speed was about 140 kts ., the 
dinghy worked away from the tip of the tail-
plane . The Neptune was then controllable with 
minor vibration ; after checking for control at 
low speed, a normal landing was made at 
Trenton . 

F/L Smith's problem was made worse, 
because, during the emergency, the pilots were 
unable to assess the cause of the trouble until 
it was reported from the rear seats . Ta~o 
passengers saw the dinghy fly by the rear 
window, but first reported it as flames from 
a fire . 

If the accident had happened a few minutes 
earlier, while the aircraft was leading the 
formation, the result might well have been a 
fatal mid-air collision . F/L Smith displayed 
excellent airmanship in recovering control of 
the Neptune and landing it safely . In all prob-
ability, his actions saved an expensive aircraft 
and a skilled crew, and he is most deserving 
of a Good Show from Flight Comment . 

This tiny strand of wire activated the 
switch and blew the dinghy . 

F; L J . W . STANTS 
On takeoff from Cold Lake in a CF 101, 

F/L Stants was notified by the tower that his 
nose gear was still hanging . As he throttled 
back, the engine fire-warning light illuminated, 
and smoke filled the cockpit . FlL Stants im-
mediately selected 100~fo oxygen, flamed out the 
affected engine, told the navigator to prepare 
for ejection, and declared an emergency . 
Shortly after the flameout the fire warning 
light went out and the smoke began to clear 
from the cockpit ; F/L Stants then proceeded 
with a single-engine circuit and landing without 
further incident . 

Investigation revealed that a line which 
carried the 16th stage air to heat exchanger had 
ruptured, causing the malfunction, 

F/L Stants atthe time of the occurrence had 
a total of 6 :00 dual and 5 ;35 solo inthe CF101 . 
By keeping cool and following correct emer-
gency procedures, he saved the RCAF the price 
of a new CF101, and was congratulated by the 
AOC of ADC . lle is most deserving of a Good 
Show from Flight Comment . 



JEROME LEDERER HONOURED 

Reci ient of the 1961 Daniel Guggenheim Medal has been announced as Jerome p 
Lederer director of the Fli ht Safet Foundation and the Cornell-Gu enheim Aviation 9 Y 99 
Safety Center in New York . Known the world over as an authorit on aviation safet Mr. Y Y~ 
Lederer received the award at the end of November at a ceremon or anized b the Y 9 Y 
Amencan Society of Mechanical Engmeers, 

Sponsored by the A .S .M .E ., the Societ of Automotive En ineers and the Institute of the Y 9 
Aerospace Sciences, the Daniel Guggenheim Medal is awarded annuall for the notable Y 
achievements in the advancement of aeronautics . In Mr . lederer's case it has been iven 9 
"for lifelong dedication to the cause of fli ht safet and his constant and untirin efforts 9 Y 9 
to reduce the hazards of aviation ." 

His close association with aviation began in 1926 when he became aeronautical engi-
neer for the U .S . Air Mail Service which started in that ear . For 10 ears he was chief Y Y 
engineer in char e of loss prevention for Aero Insurance Underwriters Co, and in 1940 g 
became the first Director of the Safet Bureau of the U.S . Civil Aeronautics Board. He was Y 
appointed director of training of the U .S . airlines' War Training Institute at the outbreak 
of World War II . 

(Flight Comment does not usually copy news of 
civil aviation, but the above has been reprinted 
because our magazine often uses material 
published by the Flight Safety Foundation, of 
which Mr. Lederer is director, Ed,) 

AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM ICING 

by 
S L A. C . Drolet 

DMEng 

Much has been said and written about aircraft 
fuel system icing, This phenomena has been a 
matter of concern m the RCAF for some time, 
Each year, usuallyin late fall or early spring 
when moisture and temperature conditions are 
right, the problem has reared its ugly head . 

It is the combined opinion of operations and 
engineering staffs at AFHQ that if EOs are 
rigidly adhered to by unit maintenance staffs, 
plus rigid and comprehensive inspections of 
ground storage and dispensing fuel facilities 
combined with aircrew educational programs 
on proper fuel-handling procedures when icing 
conditions exist, strictly in accordance with 
relevant EOs, AOIs and other orders, icing 

The AEROPLANE 
and ASTRONAUTICS 

should practicallybecome eliminated and cease 
to be an operational hazard of any major conse-
quence . 

Aircrew and groundcrew-play it safe ! 
Don't become partner to a statistic because of 
failure in following existing orders on this 
touchy subject of aircraft fuel system icing, 

(Some well-written technical papers on this 
subject that come to mind are "Ice Forrnation 
in Aviation Fuels by R .G . Davies of the 
products application department of the She110i1 
Company of Canada, Limited ; and the article, 
"My Advice, Sir, Use The Fuel System De-
icer", from USAF Aerospace Accident and 
Maintenance Review--April 1961, ) 

, 

The Heart of the Matter 

No longer is the RCAF manned almost ex-
clusively by the "young tigers" of World War II , 
Ageing brings with it greater susceptibility to 
heartdisease, and, as the followmg storyby SIL 
"Anypilot" shows, it CAN happen to you . The 
moral is to get medical help right away so that 
the trouble may be diagnosed as sqon as pos-
sible, and life expectancy prolonged . 

1\ow for S/L Anypilot's story: 

I haven't been at work for the ast two week p s, 
and to dispel the comments of my friends who 
have said, "He just got a bundle from his rich 
uncle and isn't as conscientious as he once 
was," or, "He's serving 30 days on a driving 
rap," or, "Ilis wife clobbered him and he's 
recovering in private, " I am forced to admit 
that "I had a heart attack ." 

It all began about a week ago at work, with 
akind of sharppressing pain, deep-center-left, 
high in the chest cavity . After a time it sub-
sided, and I thought, "Just some of that rib-
roast lunch acting up-better cut down a bit ." 
That evening, after the usual cocktail, leg-of-
lamb dinner, and my favourite apple pie and 
ice cream, the painbegan again, persisted, and 
gradually extended to my left arm and hand . 

When the doctor arrived, he pulled a stetho-
scope out of his satchel, listened, probed, 
listened again, and two minutes later announced 
that my blood pressure was Z50 . 

This is a fairly good bowling score, but it 
is unacceptable as a blood-pressure figure . 
Minutes later, four husky men laid me ona 
little rollaway bed and toted me off to the 
hospital, where I was issued a tent like a 
nightie . 

lIeart attack! The term always has a tone of 
finality to it, but I managed to muster courage 
to ask the doctor . 

"At the moment" he said, "It appears that 
youhaveacoronary," (Ihavealways associated 
that word with coroner) . I always "knew" that 
it couldn'thappen to me-friends I have lost to 
heart attacks, butthey brought itonthemselves 
by over-exertion, and everybody who knows me 
has suspected that the word "over-exertion" 
didn't apply to me , 

Now, however, I have joined the ranks . It 
was the heart, all right . The doctors checked, 
probed, punched, and photographed a11 of those 
vitala knowm as lungs, liver, kidneys, colon, 
and several others that I can't spell or even 
pronounce . They were all as sound as possible, 
after years of wear and tear . 

But more hard news was to come , "We'll 
have to cut the weight 30 pounds, and absolute 

Adapted from FSO Kit 

rest is necessary." This pronouncement meant 
no more mashed potatoes and gravy, no more 
pizza, no more barbecued ribs, and no more 
of those midnight parties or early morning 
duck-hunting trips, either , 

"You're going to have to trim up this body 
as we11 as the activity, ol' boy", I said to my-
self. "Besides, you'll have to sweat out whether 
or not there's permanent heart damage ." 

They didn't ask, but I could have provided 
a list of "heart damage" which had taken place 
over the years . There was the time, for ex-
ample, when Miss Svelte, my beautiful fifth-
grade teacher, explained that she was being 
married to another . There was the time when 
"Shep", my favourite pup, was trampled under 
the hoofs of a runaway team, and was ceremon-
iously buried under the box elder trees, Again, 
the organ must have been damaged by heartburn 
following a party . Tumultous flip-flopcertainly 
caused strain when a voice at the other end of 
the telephone announced, "This is an investiga-
tor for the National Revenue Department," 
Of course, there were those times too when 
the heart was nearly bursting with the loss of 
someone I loved , 

During the last while I have become an 
expert on heart attacks . It seems that there 
are two major kinds : a coronary thrombosis, 
which is a clot and is usually severe and dan-
gerous, and angina pectoris, like mine . 

Angina pectoris affected me with sharp jabs 
of pain in the upper-middle chest area ; these 
sharp spasms then extended through the chest 
and down the left arm to the tips of the fingers , 
Iz~jury to the main (coronary) artery, the heart 
wa11s, or the valves can result . These symp-
toms are frequently caused by squeezing or 
strangulation of the heart or artery-sometimes 
brought on by a huge bulge of the lower abdomen, 
or, frankly, an out-and-out big stomach . 

It is revealing to learn what 800 calories 
per day can do to a figure, First, there is the 
item of ZO pounds, most of it taken from the 
waistline . The figure in silhouette-whenit 
can be displayed-will no longer be a spectacle 
for pity and apology . Then, too, there is the 
fioure represented $-signs, which will add to 
the wealth of my tailor, what with his major 
project of re-cutting all of my clothes, 

Most of all, I am grateful for this second 
chance, For years the doctor had advised me 
to trim down the mid-section. For just as long 
my wife cajoled, ridiculed, and denied my gas-
tronomical demands. Until now the joy of eating 
deafened my ears . 

Today, I am a believer . 



MAINTENANCE 
PROFESSIONALISM 

Fifty years ago there were three recognized 
professions-medicine, law and teaching, To-
day, up to our eyebrows in technology, we 
think of any occupation requiring exacting 
training and the application of skill, as a pro-
fession, Without natural intelligence, plus 
extensive training, you couldntt be a main-
tenance man, Youare working at a profession, 

Unfortunately, merely working-at-a-pro-
fession makes no one a "professional", for the 
professional is one who measures up to the 
standards of his profession, 

What are these standards? Very simply, 
they are three : The conscientious application 
of your skill to the work at hand ; careful ad-
herence to the methods, procedures and tech-
niques prescribed ; and performance with a 
sense of responsibility to yourself, your col-
leagues, your organization and your country, 

All of us talk a great deal these days about 
the dollar cost of defense--so many million 
dollars for this weapon system, so many mil-
lion dollars for that one, Well and good, for 
dollars are vital, But remember that dollars 
alone ean achieve nothing . They are effective 
only when coupled with your trained mind and 
your skilled hands-your professionalism, 

You are one man in a long chain of men, 
from the theoretical physicist who puts the 
system on paper and thinks it might work, to 
the operator who puts the system into the sky 
and proves that it will work, But it will work 
only when each man along the way is a pro-
fessional. 

APPROACH 

SPRING IS HERE . . 

Thou hts of s rin include the usual ideas g P g 
of better flying weather, and getting rid of the 
mukluks and heavy winter suit . The winter 
underwear, too-because if you've been smart 
you've been wearing it . But if the weather 
proceeds according to schedule you'll be able 
to take it off soon . Records indicate that by 
May 1 the average overnight temperature south 
of the Mid-Canada Line is 3l° (freezing)-so 
don't stop wearing "long-johns" and the winter 
flying suit on the same day . 

Spring is a time of renewed activity-in the 
home, in the RCAF> and in nature . Whatever 
your personal plans, it is the association of the 
RCAF and nature that affects flight safety . 

Spring is also the time when birds build 
their nests-in trees . . . eaves . . , and aircraft ! 
(See Operational Hazard "Birdhouse" in this 
issue .-Ed .) 

Although the coming of the warmer weather 
may bring many advantages and satisfaction 
with it, there is still much danger if our guard 
is let down . The severe weather conditions of 
the winter haven't been replaced cornpletely . 
March and April are the best flying months in 
the Arctic but winter hazards such as blowing 
snow and "whiteout" conditions still prevail . 

In some regions of Canada spring advances 
more rapidly than in others . With this advance 
there is an increase in water content as well 
as in temperature, with the result that cloudy 
skies become more prevalent throughout most 
of the country . As spring progresses the 
freezing gradually lifts from the surface and 
is found at progressively higher altitudes . 
This, however, does not mean that the danger 
of icing is passed ; indeed, moderate icing 
occurs more frequently at the middle altitudes 
where temperatures may be belou~ freezing . 

Although freezing rain isn't associated with 
spring, it can be found over the Maritime 
provinces during March and April . Churchill, 
Manitoba, has known freezing rain or drizzle 
conditions during Apri1 and May, and even 
as late as June . 

As warm, moist Atlantic air begins to flow 

OR SHOULD BE 

across the cold waters of the Labrador Current 
and the Gulf of St . Lawrence in the spring 
months, extensive fog is quite common in the 
Maritimes and Newfoundland . Some airfields 
in these regions can be fog-bound for several 
days at a time . 

Surface winds can also be a problem in 
Canada during the spring months . Mean wind 
speeds are relatively high over the Atlantic 
Coast and higher winds are also common over 
the Prairie provinces . In late spring, a few 
tornados have hit the southern interior areas . 

In any season the weather across Canada 
from British Columbia to Newfoundland is quite 
varied, and each region has its own peculiar-
ities . Spring flying can be just as hazardous 
as flying in the other seasons . Icing, fog and 
highsurface winds taketheirtollsjustas easily 
as the blizzards of winter or the thunderstorms 
of summer . 

". . . soaked and gummy infields that look like 
and have the properties of aged porridge . . ." 

F 0 FLIP PHINGERIN SAYS : "In spring, I think about 
flying only SOo~o of the time- but when I do I concenirate! 
(And I also concentrate on the other SO~fo~" 

`k 
pf / . 

Other hazards, which perhaps are best 
described as the aftermath of winter, must 
also be considered . Some of them, with us 
from October to June in many parts of Canada, 
are frost patches, icy areas, and hun~ps or 
ridges of decaying snow or ice, all of which 
combine to catch the unwary . 

The chief spring dangers are found around 
the runway, and some of them are difficult, 
and even impossible, to correct-soft over-
runs, soaked and gummy infields that look like 
and have the properties of aged porridge, and, 
in some northern areas, disappearing runways . 
Take extra care to insure that aircraft operate 
only on the runways, because undershoots and 
overshoots are doubly dangerous . Watch those 
slippery patches when taxiing-they're deadly . 
In the north it's simple : no runway, no airc raft, 
no problem . 

Electrical currents don't operate efficiently 
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in a damp environment and mysterious shorts 
can often foul airfield lighting . Are our CE 
officers on top of the situation with plans to 
rectifya fault as soon as possible'? Are SFCOs _ 
ready with the emergency flare-pots? Are all 
personnel who joined your unitlast summer and -
fall checked out on emer ency 1i htin ro- g g g P 
cedures? Who do you ca11 if lighting fails 
completely? Does the tower have the latest 
information on the nearest diversion airfield 
with night equipment? When we think of lighting 
failures we think of professional pilots who 
always plan an alternate for all night flying ; 
they're the ones who aren't caught short! 

Slush on the runway has become such a 
problem that we are running a separate article 
on it in this issue. Studies of the Slush problem 
are continuing, but there is still much to be 
learned about this natural phenomenon and its 
effect on comple~ aircraft . 

All pilots should review carefully a11 spring 
flying operations . It's a pleasant season; stick WHITE-OUT 
around and enjoy many more! 
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FLYING 

IMMEDIATELY 

F/L D .W . Cox was captain and F/L W.C. 
Clarke was student ona Neptune carrying out a 
photo run on a merchant ship, Power settings 
were at Z300 RPM, torque was 110, and all 
engme instruments were normal . Then, a 
sudden sharp~oltwas followed quicklyby smoke 
from, and a fire warning light for, the #1 re-
ciprocating engine . 

The engme was feathexed immediately with 
the E-lever, After landing, a large jagged hole 
was found on the port side of the engine cowling, 
with part of #15 cylmder protruding from the 
hole . The accident was assessed Materiel 
pendmg a strip report . 

By feathering immediately, the crew very 
iikelyaverted a majorfire. This is an example 
of professional airrnanehip-heads-up flying 
at its best . 

A CLEAN VERSE 

Nuts and bolts 
Lying loose 
Can Blow a tire 
And cook our oose . Y 9 
RAMP CLEAN? 

PREPAREDNESS 
We know a Meridian, Miss ., farmer who 

goes over his field the day before he starts 
plowing and ki11s a11 the rattlesnakes he can 
find, When we asked him if it wasnot a danger-
ous thing to do, he replied ; "I reckon so, Son, 
but if I don~tkill off the critters today when I~m 
looking, they are apt to get me tomorrow when 
I ain't looking," 

This old farmer was never known to have 
beenbitten by a snake, Why? He eliminated 
them, He took time to remove the hazard, He 
cleared theway soit would be easier and safer 
to complete his ~ob, That was smart business 
then, and it is good business now, 

If we don~t keep our eyes op~en for hazards 
and make it a point to remove them when we 
see them-then one of those accident snakes 
may get us tomorrow-when we "ainrt looking", 

PWC Guam TRADEWINDS 

EVEN ODDS? 

If you are careless, you have two chances 
one of having an accident and one of not. 

If you have an accident, you have two chances 
one of getting injured and one of not. 

If you get injured, you have two chances 
one of dying and one of not. 

If you die- well, you have two chances! 

Thanks to 11 TSU 

The RCAF aerodrome is ud ed b its front J g Y 
door, which is centered around the flight hne, 
A heads-up Commanding Officer soon learns 
to spend some time each day in that area, 

What is he looking for? 

Prolonged delays in obtaining fuel and oil 
servicing equipment because of change of 
shifts, meal time, flat tires, fuel shortages, 
"Lots of ve}ricles but no personnel", and so 
on 

A lack of chocks, ladders, or steps-or, 
if available, the wrong kind of equipment, 
or materiel in need of repair or replace-
ment ; 

Fuel, oil, l~ydraulic fluid, or alcoilol 
caps removed long before the servicing 
department arrives-meaning that sand, 
precipitation, debris or other foreign matter 
can seep into opening ; 

Parking areas which are remote or in-
adequate ; 

An over-taxed duty crew with a "rush-
rush" operation . 
(This, in itself, is conducive to mistakes 
and oversights such as failing to replace 
receptacle covers, forgetting the static 
grounding, overlooking dirty windshields, 
omitting entries in aircraft records, and 
failing to remove tools and equipment around 
the aircraft) ; or 

Visiting aircraft, most often with pilots 
unfamiliar with the unit, escorted at exces-
sive speeds through areas with marginal 
clearances . (This is "asking for it",) 

Superior transient maintenance is an obliga-
tion to travelling aircraft-and a good way of 
reducing the accident rate, A station~s reputa-
tion is often built around its front door, Does 
yours creak? 

(The above has been adapted from "Memo for Commanders", by 
Major General Perry B. Grifiilh, Deputy Inspector General for 
Safety, USAF, which appeared in Aerospace Accident and Mainten-
ance Review for November 1961, Ed .~ 
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FOR RESCUE 

by F L Philip Brown 
DCEM CEM4-4 

~e inthe fire ~rotection trade know that the 1 
last thing aircrew want to see on the field are 
our crash trucks . But accidents do happen, 
and with this in mind-but with the fervent 
wish that you may never need them-we would 
like to tell you what we have in our arsenal, 

First, a brief history, Before World War 
II, not too much was done about airfield crash 
protection, The few fire trucks we had would 
respond if needed and hangar line crews would 
use available portable fire extinguishers from 
hangar lines, 

With the advent of World War II, and the 
increased emphasis on flying, the need for 
sorne measure of crash protection was reco-
gnized, To ~Y~eet this need, the "Canadian 
Crash Tender" was built, Although badly 
underpo~~~ered, this truck had several features 

that, for its day, were revolutionary, These 
included tandem wheel arrangement, all-wheel 
drive selection, positive drive lock selection, 
and power takeoff pumpino, Its capacity~ of 300 
lmperial allons of water posed severe limita-g 
tions, however, as larger aircraft came into 
service, 

In the immediate postwar period, crash 
vehicles were largely ignored, The small 
nucleus of firefighters remaining in the service 
concentrated, for the most part, on structural 
protection, During this time, however, plarr 
ning was taking place in a limited way, Lirnita-
tions of the old crash tender were reviewed, 
Its difficulty in operatino under below-freezing 
conditions were well known, The limited use-
fulness of "fog" (finewater spray) in cornbatting 
gasoline fires andflames frorn the new JP fuels 
was becoming more evident, The planners 
turned to the new extinguishing agent "dry 
chemical"asanimmediate means, The present 
dry chemical crash truck was developed from 
tests and from a prototype truck nicknamed 
"The Monster," 

Classedasa "Light Rescue Vehicle" (LRV), 
the G13 crash truck is one of the most advanced 
vehicles of its type and capacity, With the 
advent of these LRVs, the RCAF became the 
first organization in the free world to use this 
method of large-scale crash protection . 

The G13 weighs l0, 800 lbs,, accelerates 
from 0 to 60 mph in 45 seconds, and has a top 
speed of over 60 rnhh and a positive all-wheel 
drive, It carries 1, 000 1bs, of extinguishing 
agent and four secondary extinguishers . 

When in operation at a fire, with both hand-
lines being used steadily, the 1, 000-pound unit 
will last for sli htl over a minute, Uur fire-g Y 
fighters very seldorn use this a11-out method 
once the fire is "knocked down", but usually 
conserve by ~ising the on-off technique, Thus, 
duration of discharge is stretched to give 
follow-u ~ foam trucks time to consolidate 1 
gains, and provide more permanent protection 
to the fuselage, A front-mounted winch, driven 
by a PTO, holds approximately 100 ft, of steel 
cable, 

The LRV had to be followed by heavier 
artillery, The logical choice of an extinguishing 
medium for this purpose was foam, Although 
slower in application and immediate "knock-
down" effect than dry chemical, foam would 
combine with dry chernical to produce a quick 
effect with an application lasting long enough 
to permit rescues . It is useless to keep the 
heat away frorn the aircraft's occupants for 
one or two minutes and then have a resurnption 
of the fire, The remarkable heat-insulating 
and fire-srnothering effects of foam have been 
recognized for many years . A rapid rate of 
discharge in the large quantities required was 
the only drawbaclt, 

The first class of foam truck or "Major 
Foam Vehicle"(MFV~wasthe G23 crash truck, 
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G13 Crash Truck (LRVJ. Clouds of dry chemicol are dispensed. 
Three handlines are shown, one from a second truck . The mockup 
aircraft is a training aid at the RCAF firefighter school . 

Its main attaclc armar-nent is a turret, mounted 
on the cab roof, Wh1Ch discharaes a thick foarn 
stream or a cooling fan of water spray, In 
addition, two side }candlines provide flexibility, 
To attack the front edge of the fire, two fixed-
foam nozzles are mounted under the front 
bumper, 

T}re G23 weighs Z9, 000 lbs,, accelerates 
from 0 to 50 mph in 50 seconcis, has a top 
speed of 56 mph and has the positive a11-wheel 
dri~~e . It carried 500 gallons of water, 70 
gallons of foam, and 5 secondary- extinguishers, 

The large, low-pressure tires were installed 
after prototype operations showed an unfavour-
able off-runway capability with smaller duel 
rear wheels . 

The truck produces 5,000 gallons of foam at 
expansions ranging from 7 to 1 to 10 to 1 . 

As new aircraft were added to the RCAF 
inventory, crash fire protection had to get 
new e ui rnent to keep pace . Off-runway q p 
capability became more important, and greater 
qua~ltities of airborne fuel over-extended the 
G23, The answer was the G19, 

This latest MFV is constructed in England 
to meet RCAF perforrl~ance requirernents . 
This truck, the epitome of crash protection, 
is capable of generating over 9, 000 gallons of 
foam, and can go off runways into almost any 
terrain, It can knock down four-inch trees, 
ford mud and water holes 18 inches deep, and 
proceed through a fresh snowfall of the sa~Y~e 
depth, Its two high-capacity handlines (1E~00 
GPM of foam each) co~7~plement the turret 
(25000 GPM of foam) to produce a three-
pron,~ed attack, All-wheel drive, with each 
wheel inde endentl- sus ended, ives it the P } P 
mobility and agility of a tank, 

The 30, 000-1b, G19 goes from 0 to 50 in 45 
seconds and has a top speed of over 60 mph, 
It carries 700 ~allons of water, 110 gallons of 
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Gl3 Crash Truck (LRV) . The fire fighters "hot-rod". Dual car-
buretion and dual exhaust give this vehide rapid acceleration . It 
carries a complete range of light rescue tools. The long box over-
head carries a stretcher, pike pole, and 12~foot folding ladder . 

foam, and three secondary extinguishers, 
Unfortunately, the G19 providecl a fev~ head- 

aches, involving the serviceability of its prime 
mover-and when the rime rnover wontt ~o p 
the extin uishing agent doesntt get to the fire, g 
Action has been taken to overcome these diffi-
culties . 

Researchers are continuing to look for new 
and better crash trucks, It is becoming rr~ore 
expensive to maintain the GZ3, and when ex-
penses for repairs reach a certain point, it is 
more economicalto buy new equiprnent . Among 
equipment being assessed carefully by both 
the fire protection and the illobile equipment 
sections is the jet turbine motor . We don~t 
have to extol this to aircrew, but to the red-
truck boys, this is daring research! 

We al«~ays insist thatour firefighters get to 
know features of your aircraft, so that they 
may operate with knou~ledge, How about ac-
cepting our invitation to drop over and have a 
look at the crash rescue trucks that may some 
day save your life? 

OPERATIONAL 

HAZARD 

BIRDHOUSE 

Feathered birds are well-known as a safety 
hazard when iron birds are in the air, but the 
photos show that they can also be dangerous 
when aircraft are roosting on the ground . 

The pictures showthe underside of a CF100 
wing at rib 10, with the fairing strip removed 
frorn the wing-tip extension . It was here that 
the robins chose to build their nest for their 
four eggs . With the fairing strip in position, 
the nest cannot be seen . 

The nest was probably built during one of 
the lengthy periods when this CF1U0 was on the 
ground and not flying, and when the arming 
access panel was left open, Fortunately, its 
location can not readily create a hazard to the 
operation of the aircraft-butthis was depend-
ent on the robin's choice of location, which 
could well have been in a more critical spot . 

To prevent this sort of occurrence, the 
following is suggested ; 

i 
: 

x~ ~ 
.~4~T!' 

(a) More critical inspection during PI and 
13FI of those hard-to-see places ; 
(b) Suspicion of this sort of hazard after 
an extended period during which an aircraft 
is on the ground ; and 
(c) Closure of inspection or access anel p s . 
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BE PROMPT WITH THE PINS 

A T33 aircraft landing from a night cross-
country fli~ht taxied in to the ramp, «~as 
marshalled, and shut do�~n by the pilot, 

As the ~round crew personnel were install-
in tip tank safety ~ins, the tanks were acci-g 1 
dentally jettisioned, Fortunately, no one was 
hurt, although the oround technician was 
knocked do~,vn and the tank fell across his legs . 

Investio_ation revealed that the accident was 
caused b the ilot in the rear cock it, This Y p p 
officer was placing his flashlight in the left 
hand pocket of his flymg suit with his right 
hand, and while doing so, the clip of his flash-
light struck the "panic" button. Confirrnin 7 g 
this was a slikht tear in the warning decal . 
Seat pms had been mserted, and cockpit lights 
were out, 

Although it cannot be said that this officer 
was careless, the accident demonstrates that 
care is needed at a11 times to prevent such 
occurrences, Moreover, the more know-
ledgeable T33 servicing personnel insert the 
wing tip tank safety pins from the front or 
rear of the wing-and never pass a tank on 
the side until the nins are in, 

'- ~ f ~ , 
f 

ARRIVALS 
and 

DEPARTURES 

, . 
. 

GOOSE OR GANDER? 

The Expeditor was ona night training exer-
cise, flying tlre downwind 1eg parallel to the 
runwa , The ear was down and locked, Every-Y g 
thing was going smoothly until a severe bump 
jolted the aircraft, Instruments and handling 
characteristics showed nothing unusual, so the 
pilot called the tower, said that a bird strike 
was suspected and indicated thathe intended to 
check the gear during the landing roll, 

The roll was normal, and the aircraft was 

taxied back to the ramp and shut down, Invest-
i ation revealed thata Canada Goose had struck g 
the stbd prop and the stbd scissors on the main 
ear assembly, bending the outer stbd main g 
ear door, The accident was classified as g 

"Acceptable", 
This goose obviously hadn't read Flight 

omment for March - A ~ril 1961, in which C 1 
an article call "The Un~uided Missile" ap-
eared . If the bird had seen the piece, it might P 

still be flying, As it was, it learned that goos-

in ~ an Expeditor can create much fuss--and b 
feathers l 

BOONDOCKS, HERE WE COME! 

The Expeditor pilot started to take off on a 
3, 250-ft, runway, with almost no wind, and a 
temperature of 82 °F, The airfield's elevation 
is 2, 968 ft . After going about two-thirds the 
1en th of the runway the aircraft~s tail was u , g P 
but it was not getting airborne, 

The pilot aborted the takeoff with the result 
shown m the photographs, All three occupants 
were injured ; the pilot and co-pilot were not 
using shoulder harnesses and suffered com-
pound skull fractures, The Board found that 
the pilot had not considered the effect of tem-
perature and load on his aircraft's takeoff 
performance, and was therefore responsible, 

Had the pilot calculated the takeoff run, he 
would have known that he would need approxi-
mately the whole runway to become airborne, 
Another aircraft took off after with no diffi-
c ulty . 

Don~t forget to know the AOIs thoroughly-
and don't neglect that shoulder Irarness . 
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and to the point, Its distribution is looked f~r-
ward to by all the aircrew officers and most of 
the non-flying list officers on t}lis unit, 

On page 22 of your Nov-Dec 61 issue, you 
have an item titled "Runway Utilization" which 
refers to an accident that occurred at this 
station and witnessed by the undersigned, You 
conclude that oor airmanshi was dis ~la ed p p 1 Y 
in this accident, In all fairness, however, you 
should have pointed out that the captain was in 
fact carrying outa "practice precautionary" or 
"short field" landinu, A check of the records 
wi11 show that the captain was "dead-heading" 
and, as is ATC policy, took advantage of this 
opportunity to carry out some training, Your 
conclusion is, therefore, incorrect in all 
respects as applied to this incident, 

The undersigned ~,vrote a detailed report on 
this incident and forwarded it to the parent 
unit, who likely attached it to the D14 when it 
was submitted, A copy of this report is at-
tached for yuur information, 

Finally, «f :ilethe accident refers toa North 
Star, t}ce picture tied to it is that of the C5 in 
flight, 

In conclusion I sti11 think you produce an 
excellent magazine, but I feel it only fair to 
suggest that if an accident is reported all its 
details should be included, It might be appro-
priate to suggest here that you give us an 
article, one of these days, on your theories 

Za 

FAMOUS 
LAST WORDS 

with 
F'0 Flip Phingerin 

with respect to incidents involving tires, 
brakes, retreads and tire pressures . 

W K Carr G C 
RCAF Stn Namao 

This incident was reviewed on receipt of 
G;~C Carrrs letter, No information about the 
practice "short field" landing had been sent to 
DFS in either the D14 or in a separate corn- 
municatio,l, 
report, 

and neither had a copy of lus 

In li~ht of new 
and pressures 
G,~C C ar r, the 
revie~~,, and, if 
rtlade, 

T}~e case does reveal 
reporting of tllis accident, 

evidence involving tire marks 
contained in this report from 
assessment is now under 
necessary, changes will be 

~i,~eakness in the 
Remember ; 

(a) include ALL pertinent information 
the I)14 ; and 

BIRD WATCHER'S CORNER 

02 'I~au f~ '~suels Doewc 
Stx 3eet ~'eleu.! , 

LIMITS 
-~"ririri~ 

1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1000 FT. 

in 

(b) if additional inforr~~ation cornes to li~ht, 
for«~ard it to AFHQ, There is no regulation 
ar~ainst submitting further reports, If there is 
indecision pive the AIB ex ~erts the details to r f 
allow them to reach a conclusion based on AL.L 
the evidence, 

As a TV character of long ago said, "Give 

us the facts rT~an ; wc want the facts !"-Ed, t 

Senior Of~icer at Mess Dinner : 
"I don't worry about Block Air Space I just sneak 

through . Nobody sees me." 

F 0 Flip Phingerin says : "let me know when ihat man 
flies I'll play gnip-gnop! ~ 

Overheard at AFHQ Jet Practice Flight : 

"You can file any alternate you like as long as 
you don't have to land there .'' 

F 0 Flip Phingerin says : "He'll be surprised where he 
ends up!" 

More from AFHQ Practice Flight : 

"Why check the weather? We're going anyway!" 

F 0 Flip Phingerin 5ays : "I don't read NOTAMS either ." 

Phingerin's Flip Fables : "Who is this fellow Gus Locke 
everyone talks about on windy 
days?" 

"Why keep current? We're 
getting new equipment!" 

'To learn why Phingerin says "ping-pong" backwards, 
listen next time you play! Ed . 
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THE BELOW-LIMITS LETDOWNER 

, 

This suicidal species is a big let-down to his family and the 
RCAF because he insists on letting down below limits . His 
reward is a permanent roost below ground. 

CALL : JUSTAPEEK JUSTAPEEK 

JUSTAPEEKABOOM 
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~ DEA..,#ISIONS ! 
DECISIONS! 

&-r--r 

sr 
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THINK THIS ONE OUT BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT 
Supposing you have a flameout or emergency on take-
off which requires either immediate landing or ejection . 
At what point do you decide to eject, rather than to 
land on the remaining runway or overshoot area? 
Consider the aircraft you fly and the runway and over-
shoot area at the station from which you take off. 

MAKE YOUR DECISION! 
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